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Architects OMA 

Engineer ARUP 

Location Shenzhen, Guangdong, China 

Year completed in 2013 

Program Total 265,000 m2; 180,000 m2 above ground: 
Shenzhen Stock Exchange’s offices, Listing Hall, 
conference centres, a Chinese art gallery, a technical 
operations centre, canteen, and a restaurant / club, 
rental offices, a registration & clearing house, a 
securities information company, and a retail area; 
85,000 m2 below ground. 

Owner SZSE, Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
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shenzhen stock exchange environment 

Comfort levels based on a 8:00am to 6:00pm working day 
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Comfort levels based on a 8:00am to 6:00pm working day 
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shenzhen stock exchange elevations 



118 ft 

833 ft (46-stories) 

shenzhen stock exchange 



Stock Exchange Function 
15000 square meter/ floor 

OFFICE&CLUB  

atria 

shenzhen stock exchange drawings 



Land property in Shenzhen: 

fairly soft soil/ shallow layers of hard 
rock 

Foundation type:  

caisson [ d=3.5m( 11.5ft)] 

Functions: 

1) suitable for the typical soil in 
Shenzhen 

2) hold the concentrated force from 
the above(atria corners, lifted part, 
above-box part) 

3) collect force, not spread out them 
through piles 

 

 

 

                                  

shenzhen stock exchange foundation 
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shenzhen stock exchange connections 



shenzhen stock exchange the box 

The synergy between the two forms with the massive reinforced concrete 
tower helping to anchor and stabilize the dynamic steelwork 
cantilevering platform   



shenzhen stock exchange the box 

The truss system is held in place by the mass reinforced concrete tower 
with the main trusses positioned on each face of the tower 
superimposed on the the orthogonal grid of the perimeter columns that 
support the tower. 



shenzhen stock exchange tower structure 



• There is a 54 m by 54 m square 
tower that extends approximately 
185 m in height above the floating 
podium level. 

• A typical concrete-core 
and moment-frame system is 
used for the tower. 

• At the lower levels of the tower, 
the steeI braced frame around the 
atrium forms an outer steeI 
trussed tube to support verticaI 
and Iateral Ioads from the 
cantilevering podium and 
contributes to the tower 
stiffness． 
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shenzhen stock exchange seismic design 

seismic precautronary intensity 6 7 8 9 

design basic acceleration of ground motion 0.05g 

0.10(

0.15)

g 

0.20(

0.30)

g 

0.40g 

Annotation：g is gravity. 

Table 3.2.2 

Structure type 
6、7 

(0.10g) 

7 

(0.15g) 

8 9 

(0.40g) （0.20g） (0.30g) 

Frame 110 90 90 70 50 

Frame with central bracing 220 200 180 150 120 

Frame with eccentric 

bracing 
240 220 200 180 160 

Tube structure and mega 

frame 
300 280 260 240 180 

Table 8.1.1  The highest allowable height of steel structure (m) 



Seismic 
intensity 

7 8 9 

Seismic Zone 2A 2B-3 >4 

Seismic Zone 1 2A 2B 3 4 

Z 0.075 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Table 16- I 

Site class Z 

0.075 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 

SA 0.06 0.12 0.16 0.24 0.32Nv 

SB 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40Nv 

SC 0.13 0.25 0.32 0.45 0.56Nv 

SD 0.18 0.32 0.40 0.54 0.64Nv 

SE 0.26 0.50 0.64 0.84 0.94Nv 

shenzhen stock exchange seismic design 



shenzhen stock exchange 

Table 1: Approximate Fundamental Period Parameters 

T=Crh
X = 0.02*(787.4)0.75 = 2.97  

C = 1.25SE/T2/3 = 1.25*(0.50)/2.972/3 = 0.30  

seismic design 



shenzhen stock exchange 

V = (ZIC/RW)W = (0.15*1.0*0.30/8)* 253135kips = 1423.88 kips 

seismic design 



• Load of floor-slab: 

421875KN+46095KN 

• Load of core-tube: 90030KN 

• Load of cantilever part: 280000KN 

• Total Load: 1126000KN (253145Kips)   

shenzhen stock exchange dead load 



•  ωk＝βzμsμz 

• Ω0=750KN/M2 

• βz=2.107 

• μs=2.4 

• μz=0.8 

• Load of wind: 3034N/M2 

 

shenzhen stock exchange dead load 
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